
SPACE AGE TECHNOLOGY: HEALTH CARE WITH NO SIDE EFFECTS? 
IS THIS POSSIBLE? ABSOLUTELY - WITH FREQUENCY THERAPY!

SoundWaves Health Clinic in picturesque Old Cape Mall in Gordon’s Bay, has 
through the years proven Frequency Therapy as a highly scientifi c system of treat-
ment without medication. Our amazing Hunter NLS Scanning System off ers you 
this 3-fold benefi t: 1) Scan 2) Analysis 3) Treatment. No chemicals; no side eff ects!

Wouldn’t you love a system that can discover a lurking growth, while it’s still the 
size of a pinhead – a system that is able to get rid of that? How about a prostate 
check; a mammogram; a “pap smear” – with no one touching you? Your child strug-
gling with allergies, ADHD etc … Wouldn’t you love to discover the cause of it all; to 
be able to improve your child’s condition without chemicals?

Our system can identify and eliminate the origin of a disease or condition, 
whereas conventional medicine treats symptoms. If necessary, we can scan your 
chromosomes; DNA; genes; cell walls; the nucleus of a cell; even your mitochon-
dria!

Scientifi c studies, medical records and video footage¹ substantiate that frequen-
cies (sound waves) do in fact destroy bacteria, viruses, parasites, even tumours 
- without endangering any part of the body system.
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Charl demonstrating how to be scanned in the most tranquil manner!
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Hence the frequencies transmitted to your nails are instantly transmitted to you 
- and only you, wherever you are in the world – because of the unique identifi er 
present in every cell of your body: your DNA. We could use a few strands of hair, or 
even blood …but nails are the most convenient medium.

Mammogram and "pap smear" performed non-invasively

Furthermore: Frequencies are among the most globally acclaimed and 
proven ways of winning the war against cancer. ²

¹YouTube: Search for “Killing with frequencies” and watch numerous fascinating 
demonstrations.

² www.cancertutor.com
We also take care of painful joints with Cold Laser and Millimetre Waves.

And now for something astounding! 
Remote Treatment

Since 2017 we’ve been treating people without them needing to visit us in 
person…by Remote (Distance) Treatment. But in early 2018 we started scanning 
as well – at a distance! This is a tremendous breakthrough that’s opened a whole 
new avenue for us to help anyone who, for whatever reason, can’t visit us at our 
consulting rooms!

This allows you the freedom to do anything you want, wherever you are – while 
being scanned or treated! You can work, relax, exercise, watch a movie etc. 

In short, you can carry on with your daily life without interruption, while we do all 
the work.  What’s more, it saves you travelling and other expenses. All you must do 
is to send us some nail clippings!

This type of scan/treatment was thoroughly tested over many months, 
comparing in-house sessions with those done by remote. The results proved 
consistently identical.

How is this possible?
Modern physics call it “quantum entanglement”.  Thus: if any part of a single 

organism is removed to a diff erent location, any action performed on that part will 
also be performed instantaneously on its source - and vice versa.

Your nails are part of a single organism, namely you. 

How exactly does Remote Mode work?
Your DNA consists of 2 strands coiled round each other, forming a double helix. 

This acts as an antenna, transmitting and receiving encoded information. During a 
scan/treatment our Frequency Generator transmits the designated frequencies not 
only to your DNA sample (i.e. nail clippings) but also instantly to the source of that 
DNA: YOU.

To illustrate, let’s take a cell phone as example. Today’s satellite technology 
enables us to make calls all over the globe. However, you must 
punch in the precise digits, or else you won’t reach the 
person you want to contact.

In the same way the designated frequencies pulsed 
into the sample of nail clippings can’t go wandering 
off  anywhere else, because they only search out 
the source of that DNA sample – and nothing else.

No obstacle can block these frequencies. In 
fact, we service people all over South Africa and 
across the border; also in Australia, Belgium, 
Dubai, England, Germany, Netherlands, Scotland 
- and we expect this list to grow longer soon!

punch in the precise digits, or else you won’t reach the 

In the same way the designated frequencies pulsed 

Who are we?
Charl de Villiers, distinguished Therapist in Bio-Resonance Medicine, has a 

proven track record in this fi eld ranging over the past 2 decades. He keeps abreast 
of new developments by continual research, while working toward his Doctorate in 
Energy Medicine and Bio-Resonance.

Anne-Marie de Villiers is always                  
ready to assist you

Anne-Marie de Villiers: As his wife 
and business partner, I love sharing his 
passion and vision: to help people enjoy 
good health!

Discover more on our new website 
about who we are; the extensive range 
of services we off er; but most of all: what 
we can do for you.

www.soundwaves.capetown
You will be amazed – but be prepared 

to have your mindset challenged in a 
very positive way!

SoundWaves Health Clinic: Suite 6, Old Cape Mall,                                              
33 Beach Rd, Gordon’s Bay 

Enquiries and bookings: 083 267 9745
Email: admin@soundwaves.capetown or Find us on Facebook

“You need sound information to make sound choices!”




